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LORE/NARRATIVE/AESTHETICS DOC aka "who are these guys and why are we here (also 

what do they look like)" 

 

 

The following entries will follow a similar format to one another consisting of  

- robot type 

- company/manufacturer name for that type 

- CEO/head of that group if applicable and any other noteworthy individuals 

- description of group's themes, motivations, aesthetics, known information about CEO and 

special units, etc 

 

 

1. SUPER-ROBOT TYPE 

 

Organization: Sector 16 (S-16) 

 

Leader/CEO: None named, their creations speak for themselves/will essentially be the characters 

for this group. Scientists/technicians behind them less important/akin to a hive working en masse 

 

Special Unit: The lab itself is the largest mecha they created in disguise, (its card will be named 

after the lab itself, S-16).  

 

More info: Sleek/shiny/clean look to architecture and aesthetics of their labs/workspace(semi 

futuristic, lots of rounded edges and corners, rather stereotypical look) scientists don lab coats 

and goggles aplenty. Scientists are essentially the unnamed worker bees while the mechas are the 

focal points/characters. "Science will prevail" type mentality to their work, hordes of people 

working toward one goal (the mechs). Some mechs may follow the lab architecture of very round 

and smooth looking but most will probably be anime as all hell. 

 

2. THE COLLECTIVE 

 

Organization: Center for Advanced Education 

 

Leader/CEO: John Bookman, very generic well off white male acting a figurehead for the 

learning center. Stereotypical quotes from him in a recent commercial the company made 

appearing as flavor text for the various machines in this family as a contrast could be pretty 

humorous. 

 

Special Unit: The Librarian. Keeper of the database/centerpiece of The Collective's hoarded 

knowledge. Card will most likely involve the 3 following steps: discard your hand, opponent 

reveals their hand, you may play cards from their hand as if they were in yours. This reflects that 

it knows everything, even your following moves. 

 



 

 

More info: The Collective are an accidental creation of an attempt by the center to make 

essentially encyclopedia robots that added to their databases over time. However everyone in the 

company still thinks that is what they made and are very oblivious/naive to the situation at hand 

and the fact that they in reality made knowledge hungry monsters. Strange/horrifying acts made 

by The Collective are carelessly passed off as simulations/field tests/new models/etc. Machines 

themselves: long, thin tentacle-like appendages for those that have them (some octopus/squid 

like, others more insect like and such appendages can more closely resemble legs), may walk on 

these or hover around with tiny jets/unspecified means. Most likely faceless except The Librarian 

who should probably have one giant eye on its body to differentiate it from the rest. All machines 

in this group are named similarly to the Librarian, like a title (The Monitor, The XYZ etc etc). 

 

3. ASSASSINS 

 

Organization: Providence 

 

Leader: None stated. Background to this group intended to be very vague and unknown. Most 

other people know of and fear the machines and know next to nothing about anyone behind 

them. 

 

Signature Unit: Being a control archetype, they have a large superweapon as a finisher that takes 

the form of a structure called The Sandman. (Was gonna call it the eclipse cannon and then I 

remembered that was the ARK's laser in sonic adventure 2). Costs a lot of energy to play 

(probably 8), very high armor, and has a repeatable activated ability that costs a considerable 

amount of damage to a target unit and then slightly less to adjacent units (splash damage). 

Resembles a large cannon/railgun. 

 

More info: God complex, believed to have superior foresight, "carrying out the will of a higher 

power", acting as a great equalizer for this new world, believe their actions to be benevolent and 

for the greater good, seemingly no allegiances. These mechs have a very recognizable silhouette 

(extremely tall, long, thin, noodly arms/legs, skinny torsos, humanoid looking (think the body 

type of Jack Skellington, legs and arms very flexible when crouching/walking/holding things and 

move similarly), heads look like they are wearing some kind of helmet/headgear/visor strange 

lanky bodies and general nature of what they do makes others fearful and uncomfortable. 

Frequently seen holding long range weaponry (such as sniper rifles) and do not like to directly 

engage. Often assisted by various gadgets/tech.  

 

4. STEAM POWERED 

 

Organization: The G.R.E.A.S.E (Gentleman's Revolutionary Egregious Automaton Supply 

Enterprise) They used Egregious not because they knew what it meant (they dont), but it sounded 

fancy so it MUST be good! 

 

Leader: Grand General Otto Cannon 

 



Signature Unit: TBD 

 

More info: Stereotypical cigar chomping jingoistic military guys, though the group is a private 

military. Often referred to by others as "GREASE monkeys", always acting like they are in an 

actual old era war. The steam powered bots are (usually) vaguely humanoid, but have stocky 

builds (short limbs, large torsos, heavyset), are often painted in crude camo/have bikini girls 

painted on them/like the army would a vehicle in WWII.  

 

5. SHIFTERS 
 

Organization: Themselves, called The Shifters 

 

Leader: TBD 

 

Signature Unit: Themselves 

 

More info: Time travelling transforming robots from the future, who, after seeing all possible 

timelines where the other factions gain the edge and screw everything up in the future, are taking 

it upon themselves to crush everyone else to ensure things don't go awry. The mechs start in their 

robot form and that is what will generally be depicted on the cards visually, but elements of their 

alternate form can be seen in their design (think Transformers). 

 

6. CLOCKWORK 

 

Organization: Time Keepers 

 

Leader: Hercule von Uhrmann, vaguely German clock maker and clockwork cyborg (jaw is 

wooden and clunky, wooden moustache, clockwork arm that maybe extends into torso 

 

Signature Unit: TBD 

 

More info: Group of nondescript European clock/watch makers who hate how technology keeps 

advancing and aim to crush the competition through superior craftsmanship. Workshops/labs 

resemble automaton clocks/Dutch cottages. Mechs are wooden with metal reinforcements, lots of 

needless bits and bobs on them much like a fancy clock would. some resemble humanoids, other 

resemble animals, overall pretty broad in terms of potential design. tend to have jerky/erratic 

movements like characters on an automaton clock. 

 

 


